Constitutive relations in dense granular flows.
We use simulations to investigate constitutive relations in dry granular flow. Our system is comprised of polydisperse sets of spherical grains falling down a vertical chute under the influence of gravity. Three phases or states of granular matter are observed: a free-fall dilute granular gas region at the top of the chute, a granular fluid in the middle and then a glassy region at the bottom. We examine a complete closed set of constitutive relations capable of describing the local stresses, heat flow, and dissipation in the different regions. While the pressure can be reasonably described by hard sphere gas models, the transport coefficients cannot. Transport coefficients such as viscosity and heat conductivity increase with decreasing temperature in the fluid and glassy phases. The glass exhibits signs of a finite yield stress and we show that the static sand pile is a limit of our glassy state.